I. Welcome

II. General Business  
   a. Societies on suspension (Come to meetings to stay off suspension!)
   b. Societies on probation (Come to meetings to stay off probation!)

III. Officer Announcements
   a. Knights of St. Patrick  
      Emily Matijevich (ksp@ec.illinois.edu)
   b. President  
      Srinivasa Srikumar (president@ec.illinois.edu)
   c. Engineering Open House  
      William Dong (eoh@ec.illinois.edu)
   d. SITE  
      Anna Purk (site@ec.illinois.edu)
   e. Publicity  
      Abhideep Dasgupta (publicity@ec.illinois.edu)
   f. Engineering Freshman Committee  
      Kourosh Arasteh (kouarasteh@gmail.com)
   g. Awards  
      Steve Jarva (awards@illinois.edu)

IV. Suspension Presentations
   a. Illinois Robotics in Space (IRIS)

V. Other Announcements
   a. E-mail announcements or upcoming event information to nbhide2@illinois.edu